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Chr.stmas
celebrations
explained
, by Bob Franklin

The University News

Union Building Superintendent
Tim Potter hangs a holiday wreath on
the exterior of the Student Union Building.
Photo by Brl$n
Becker • .
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Christmas: Perhaps no other holiday conjures up so many different
associations and precious memories
than this day.
For many people, the nativity
scene with baby Jesus 'lying in a
manger represents the essence of
Christmas. Other people might think
of the family tree, loaded with ornaments and towering above a pile of
presents, or Santa Claus coming to
town with his reindeer and bag of
goodies.
And still others might be reminded of the family gathering together
for turkey dinner, snow ralling over
the countryside, Christmas specials
playing on television or even shoppers rushing around for last minute
presents. The possibilities are endless.
Because America is a country
made up of people with many nationalities,Christmas
observance includes
an interesting
array
of
customs, many of which were' intitiated by the early Christian church,
Christians celebrate Dec. 25 as the
birth of Jesus Christ. While Matthew
and Luke of the bible give the account of Christ's birth, no mention
is ever given to the exact date and few
early church officials cared,
According to the book "All About
American
Holidays"
by Maymie
Krythe, the first church leaders "opposed such celebrations as savoring
paganism."
Attitudes changed during the reign
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Wolf recovery breeds division
by Jim Kincaid

According to Wolf Recovery in the
Northern Rocky Mountains, publish-

pose a danger. Closures are a "good
game management
program"
for
ed by the National Audubon Sociedeer and elk, however, the Fish and
The controversial
issues of wolf
ty, under Section 4 of the ESA, when , Game Department is not authorized
recovery in the Northwest haveled to
a species is endangered,
"habitat
to participate in the wolf program,
fierce divisions between groups of
critical to the survival of the species
he added;
people, none of whom dislike wolves.
may be identified and protected; and
Phoebe Siddall, of the Idaho Wolf
A public forum on wolves was held
recovery plans providing for the conSurvey, keeps records of all wolf
at BSU on Dec. 3 and was sponsored
servation and survival of the species
sightlngs, howls or other occurrences
by the Outsiders, the Student Union,
may be prepared" and promulgated.
reported by the public. "We now have
the Outdoor Rental Center and conA 1975 plan called for transplan540 observations
of howlings,
cerned citizens who invited the public
ting wolves taken from areasoutside
sightings or tracks in Idaho," she
and special interest groups to parIdaho.
Congressman
Craig and
said and added, "65 of which are in
ticipate. The panel consisted of four
Senators Symms and McClure of
1988."
government representatives.
Idaho turned that plan down and the
A Fish and Wildlife.wolfresearThe government
supports
wolf
result of the newer study was a revicher, Jerome Hanson, tracked Idaho
recovery efforts. Jay Gore, U.S. Fish
sion of the 1975 plan.
wolf populations from 1983 to 1985.
and Wildlife Service, said there are
The new plan, said Gore, called for
His data was obtained from random
'~ .. Iots of species with 'aesthetic and
large blocks of federally owned
reports, elk hunter surveys, questionscientific value to the people," and,
wilderness
carrying
minimum
naires completed by trappers and
"There is public recognition of the
amountsof livestock allotments. In
guides, and aerial surveys of concendesirability of endangered species."
addition, the recovering species must
trated deer and elk areas.
People such as cattlemen, loggers,
be able to procreate itself, he said.
"In summer we'd do most of our
miners, hunters, fishermen, recreaThree
areas meeting
the refield
work
in high mountain
tional vehicle users and nearly 1,300
quirements, called "secure habitats,"
meadows,
secluded.
grassy
members, of the Idaho Woolgrowers
were chosen according
to Gore,
meadows-elk
calving areas-wolves
Association feel differently.
Glacier and Yellowstone Parks and
should
be there,"
Hanson
said.
Brad Little, vice president of the
the Central Idaho Recovery Area, inHowling
surveys also were conWoolgrowers Association, said, "We
c1uding
the Selway
Bitteroot,
ducted.
"Sometimes
wolves wiII
feel like the regulations,
not the
Gosphel
Hump, Frank Churchanswer to human howls, sometimes,"
wolves, of the wolf recovery plan are
River of No Return and Sawtooth
he added.
running over us. I trusta wolf with .regions,
Hanson's
study concluded
that
a band of' sheep further than I do
Ten breeding pair of wolves would
there are less than 15 wolves in Censome
bureaucrat."
The Idaho
be alloted to each area, said Gore,
tral Idaho. "Most all wolves in Idaho
Woolgrowers control over one million
and these pairs would be managed to
are loners and probably males ...which
sheep.
'
remain at 10 to avoid overpopulation.
doesn't
lead to a whole lot of
A resident' of Yellowpine, Idaho,
Wayne Melquist, Idaho Fish and
reproduction: Eight wolves have been
commenting
on the controversial
Game, said his' agency .....supports
killed in Idaho and Montana since
closure of the South Fork road, said
the recovery of wolves in Idaho. They
1941 and they were all males," he
in a five page report favoring the
do not support relocation thinking
said.
. closure, the word wolf was mention'the wolves will come from Canada."
"One of the more volatile issues is
ed 32 times.,
He said there were over 400 reported
the wolf," said John Erickson, U.S.
In addition
to aesthetics,
prosightings of wolves in' Central and
Forest Service. The wolf recovery
, ponents of the wolf recovery plan
Northern
Idaho last year and no
plan, he said, depends on "land
also base, their actions on legal'
reported conflicts between wolves
management,
habitat' management
grounds. According to Gore, a wolf
and people. "There is a possibility
that will insure a prey base to sustain
was killed near Deadwood Reservoir
that some sightings m'ily have been
the wolves and control human access
in 1978 followed by another wolf kill
captured (pets) or hybrid wolves."
so they won't shoot the wolves."
in the Bear Valley area at a later date." Some sightingsresult
from mistaken
According 'to the U.S. Fish and
In response, the government started
,identity, he added.
Wildlife Service, if a wolf is killed out
a study to determine reestablishment,
." Melquist' said all animal species
of the wolf under the provisions of "~;,,'C()exist
in the state -and road, ;"',,,
Sei!"WQlj,' page' 6
the Endangered Species Act of1973.·
.."lq$.!~.will
result onlyift.hewolv~,,\,,;
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Mike Conklin

takes a placement

exam ,!In Plato.

Photo by Sue Ellen Koop

Plato lab to close
by Kathleen

Cressler

of the material is outdated.
However, Herren
said Control
Data changed their policy for. upThe Plato lab opened in the
dating from four times a year to once
Simplot/Micron
Technology Center
a year. "Anytime a student can walk
in September of 1986 and, after two
into the Plato lab and find a lesson
years of service, isslated to close at
pertaining to their current studies,
the end of 1988 amid controversy
and that happens on a daily basis,
about the programs purehased for it
should be enough proof that Plato
and complaints from' students that
courseware is far from outdated,"
the lab's closure will take away opHerren said.
'
portunities
for student use of the
No Control Data representatives
equipment.
could be reached for Comment.
According to BSU student Nathan
The biggest reason for the closure
Herren, a Plato lab assistant, the lab
pf the lab is money. According to
was purchased andset up with the
Selland, it costs over $60,000 a year
idea that Boise businesses would
to finance and maintain the system. '
subscribe to the lab and subsequentBSU Vice President for Informaly payoff the maintenance
cost.
tion Extension Richard Bullington,
Herren said in a written statement
however, said the lab's annual cost is
that "Larry Selland, Vice President
approximately
$72,000.
of BSU, claimed that at one time
Herren said he feels the cost is
BSU purehased the entire Electronics
worth it. He said that 500 to 1,000
lesson package from Control Data
students visit the lab to take the math
Corporation
(the company
that
department
placement
exams. He
markets
Plato),
but when BSU
said, "the computer-based
exam is
reviewed this package it was too outgraded instantly. whereas students
dated. I'm here to tell you that this - have to wait around for the math
is a total fabrication. BSU never purdepartment
personnel to manually
chased more than the basic PLATO'
grade the tests administered
by
package," which he said would be of
them." He also said the exams in the
no interest to businesses.
Plato lab are on a walk-in basis, not
Selland said the entire package was
a scheduled mass sitting. The exam
purchased and £lid prove to be outis also free in the Plato lab. Student
dated, so only the basic package is
need only provide their activity cards.
currently in use at the lab.
,
In the math department, there is a $3
Sellam11l!.~ said Control Data no
.fee.
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YOU QUALIFY FUn

I INSTAHTCREDIlI I·

Shamanism course offered at BSU

I
Start

making
credit
pur-I
chases IMMEDIATELY I I~e I
will
send
you a Members
I
Credit
Card at once Witltl
NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy nnYI
Jewelry,
Clothing,SpQrt-1
lng Goods,Watches,
Elec-I
tfonics
& MOREl All witltl
installment
payments
outl
of our "Giant
100+ Pages I
Catalog."
Take 12 monthsl
to repay.
Your personal
credit
cardisa
-second
I
1.D.- valuable
for checkl
cashing,
etc.
plus
yourl
S~udents
Credit
Group'
I
A-I reference
will
be onl
file
to help
you obtain
I
other
credit
cards.
So I
send
in your
$5 catalog
deposit
now.
(re(undable'
with
your
first
order)

I

~

AN OASIS FOR WOMEN

no entrance fee
and unlimited use
WE HAVECHl\ISTMAll
GIFT cERTIFICATES_
618 EAST BOISE AVENUE
EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

344 - 6619

HAIRCUTS $7 ~o
CIULDREN 11 and UNDER $6,00

l1IlI

"""';--'-_

MEMBERS
Students

CIl'''''
--------

c""","

Includes Shampoo &: Cut (Blow Dry &: Style)

_

llo

_

P.O. BOX 4649
FURTLAUDEROlli·1
FlORIDA 33338 I

1

"power animal", a per~ona~ tbte~.
.
..
There will also be a bnef discussion of traditional uses of crystals
and healing. This is an experiential workshop.
People of any
religious background are welcome. The cost is $50 per person for
the entire workshop. For further information, call Linda Knighton

Mortgage revenue bonds get reprieve

Men & Women - Includes Shampoo &: Cut
(blow Dry &: Style P.Xtm)
Cl'r'

On Jan. 15, people interested in native spirituality will have an .
opportunity to attend a class in beginning Shamanism, offere~ f~m _
10 a.m-S p.rn, Students will learn drug-free methods of viewmg
alternate reality and receiving insights into their subconscious.
People who are familiar with ~rl Jung's works ~n thecollective unconscious
will be able to understand
the Ideas of the
"journey",
a guided meditation aided by drumming,
and the

at 888-9821.

!

_____

.

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
2144 Broadway Ave.-Broadway

Park Man

343-0480

Tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds received a last-minute
reprieve during the final hours before adjournment
of the lOOth
Congress. The Technical Corrections Bill, which included a oneyear extension of mortgage revenue bonds, was signed into law by
President Reagan on Nov. 11, 1988.
Mortgage revenue bonds are a Federal resource for assisting lowand moderate-income homebuyers in purchasing their first homes.
They are one of the vehicles used by the.ldaho HousingAgency
to provide Idaho's first-time homebuyers with affordable mortgage
funds, bringing home ownership within the reach of many families
which could not otherwise afford to buy a home.

Hearings set for commodity

II
i

program

The Idaho Department of Agriculture will hold public hearings
in Thin Falls, Burley, Moscow, Bonners Ferry, Lewiston, Soda
Springs, Pocatello , Idaho Falls, Rexburg and Catdwell during
December, in order to gather producer input concerning the Commodity Indemnity Account Program. These public hearings will
facilitate a requirement by the law to determine if the Commodity
Indemnity Account Program is in the interest of the agricultural
industry of this state.
For further information,
contact the Idaho Department
of
Agriculture, 2270 Old Penitentiary Road, P.O. Box 790, Boise, !D,

83701, (208) 334-3240.

Planning session for a BSU Y\AJCA
Students, faculty and staff members interestes in seeing a campus YWCA chapter are invited to a planning session to determine
whether BSU can or should field such a chapter Dec. 7 at 4 p.rn,
in Room 138 of the Communication
Building.
For more information,
call Suzanne McCorkle at 385-3928.

Faculty receive mstructlon

\Ye'Ye reformedille

corredionSJdem.

aid gran~s

Eight faculty members have received grants through the College'
of Arts and Sciences's newly established
program
of MiniDevelopment Grants to Aid Instruction.
Recipients of the 1988-8.9 Mini-Development
Grants to Aid Instruction are: John Allen, physics;' Marc Bechard, biology; Herbert
Papenfuss, biology; Craig Purdy, music; Robert Rychert, biology;
Karen Uehling, English; Linda Zaerr, English;
and Joseph .
Baldassarre, music.

High school debates to be on campus
BSU's communication department will host the"BSU Invitational
High School Debate Tournament Dec. 9-10.
.
Friday's debates are scheduled for 4-9 p.m, and Saturday's debates .
begin at 9 a.m. with the final rounds set for 5:30 p.m. Community.
members are welcome to observe the debates for no charge. Debate.
sites will be posted at BSU's communication
department
on the'
days of the tournaments.
BSU also has been selected as the site of the 1989 National Forensic League's qualifying tournament April 14-15. For more information, call Marty Most, director of the BSU forensics program,
at 385-1920.

Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems. freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means 'an end to
twists. tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System'." It
simply prevents you from
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
You'llfind our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
SL 600 typewriter.
You'llalso find lots of other

great features on the SL 600..,
like the Spell-Right" 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WordEraset'
and more."
Youmight expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the SL 600 is

i·....

surprisingly
affordable.
All of which makes
it.
..••..'
one of the best values"
you can find today.
Case closed.
<

London theater, music tour planned
BSU's continuing education office. has announced a theater-andmusic study-tour ofLondon for all interested community members
May 15-23, 1989. The tour will be 'directed by BSU theater arts Professor Phil Atlakson and music Professor Del Parkinson ..
Though the tour's primary focus will be theater and music apnreciation,participants
will be encouraged to acquaint themselves
withLondon's
museums, studios, architecture, pubs and shopping
areas .
.T~e tour may be taken for two undergraduate
credits or for no
credit. Students may return with the tour group or elect to 'spend
an additional 14 days in Europe.
Pre-registration and a deposit of $100 or more is required by Jan.
30 with the final payment due by April I. For further information,
contact BSU's .office of continuing education at 385-1818.

Club to hold text book exhchange

~SMITH

"CORON~
~~
c.nun.

For moro.i!lfonnatlon on this product. write In Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locusl Avenue, New
CT 06810
or Smith Corona (Canado Ltd.), 440 ThplCOll RDad. Scarl>orou&h. Ontario. Canado MID IY4.

BSU's Engineering Club will conduct a used text bo~k exchange
Dec. 11-17 from 1-5 p.m, for people who would rather not use the
BSU Bookstore. They will take books during this period to sell Jan.
10-13. The club will assess a IS percent fee for handling, storage
and costs.
Because the event will be a first-time effort,the club will handle
only physical science, mathematics, engineering and construction
management books. If the project is successful the book exchange
will.be expanded in future semesters.
•
The book exchange wiil take place in the Student Union. For
more information, call Mick Fairchild at 383·9309 or the Student
Activities Office at 385-1223 before 5 p.m.

,!
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Who's Who honors students, including 32 from 'BSU
, by Bub Franklin
The University News
For 32 BSU, students,
being
selected to receive the Who's Who
Among Students award is an honor
they will always remember.
The Who's Who Among Students
program has been in operation since
1934, and has earned the overwhelming respect of college faculties and
administrators throughout the country, according to information provided by the program.
Each year, the Who's Who Among
Students
honors program
selects
outstanding students from over 1,000
American colleges and universities
for inclusion in the annual edition
of Who's Who Among Students In

American Universities and Colleges.
Students
are selected for their
academic achievement, service to the
community, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for
continued success.
During their college years, Rev.'
Jessie Jackson, former Texas Governor John Connally, NBC news anchor Tom Brokaw
and former
Secretary of Transportation Eiizabeth
Dole Were all honored by the Who's
Who Among Students program.
Eric Love, one of the students
selected from BSU this year, said the
program offers encouragement
and
makes one feel that people appreciate
you.

"The things I'm involved in I it's between 15 to 20 people," he said.
to MECHA and Soghop which are
would do them anyway, but when
Love said he was nominated by the
campus organizations
for Hispanics
you getrecognized for the work that
Student Special Services, where he
and Native Americans.
currently works, and believed it was
you do, it just makes it even better,"
Rebecca Ford, another
student
Love said.
his "campus and community involveselected by the Who's Who Among
David Thylor, Student Affairs vice
ment" that lead to his selection.
Students program, believed she also
president, heads the program at BSU.
At the community level, Love is inwas selected for her campus and
Every fall, his office sends requests
volved in the governor's task force for
community involvement.
for nominations
and application
the Martin Luther King holiday and
Ford said she was in the ASBSU
forms to university departments and , the Idaho Human Right's CommisSenator for one and one-half years
offices, and every student organizasion. On campus, he is president of
and, served on both the Student
tion on campus. They are asked to
the Black Student Union, vice presiUnion Board of Governors
and
Academic Grievance Board. She said
submit
names
of distinguished
dent of University Ambassadors,
she is also "very involved in the Red
assistant coordinator
of the Multijuniors and seniors worthy of special
Cross and the American Legion." In
Cultural Board and assitant advisor
recognition,
he said. He said most
students are nominated by depart-ments rather than organizations.
Normally,
between 30 and 50
students are nominated but this year
there were more, said Taylor, ApplicaThe second half of the video is
by Rosemary E. Hardin
tions are carefully screened by a panel
made up of dramatizations
of
The University News
of five university faculty and staff
children in conflict using non-violent
members to insure that they meet the
actions to resolve their differences.
During the I950s and I960s, Marprogram's qualifications,
he added.
These dramatizations are included to
tin Luther King, Jr., used non-violent
"Breadth
is what we are really
teach children how to incorporate
actions
to protest -the unlawful
looking for," Taylor said. "A person
non-violent solutions to conflicts in
discrimination
against blacks and
who handles themself academically,
their lives.
other minorities in the United States.
as well as a person whose out there
According to Love, the Black StuEven though his peaceful efforts were
involved and contributing to society
dent Union raised and donated
repeatedly met- with violence from
and the campus."
$1,000 to the Idaho Human Rights
law enforcement agencies and opposOf the nominees, about 75 percent
Commission
for the production of
ing groups, he believed, until his
are usually approved by the BSU
the video. "They really needed the
assassination,
that change could
panel and sent on to the national
money and we had the money, " Love
come about through
non-violent
level for more screening, he said.
said.
protest.
"This year we actually had 32 peoThe State Board of Education and
Non-violent
solutions and how
ple who were selected by national
the BSU College of Education also
school children can apply these basic
'Who's Who: which is the highest
helped
in the production
and
rules to their lives are the subject of
number we've had to date. Normally
research of Let Freedom Ring.
a video recently released by the Idaho
While primarily intended to be usHuman Rights Commission and the
ed in classrooms,
Love said some
BSU Black Student Union, according
, copies of the video have been purto Black Student Union President
chased by families who want to teach
Eric Love.
their children how to resolve conflict
In 1987, the commission
apthorugh non-violent methods. "(This
proached
BSU with the idea of
For this reason we need to please
developing some kind of an instruclimit it to BSU students, faculty and
,tional video about Martin Lughter
staff," Jones said.
King, Jr., and non-violence which
She said more family activities will
would be appropriate for elementary
be available next semester. -"We're
, planning to have Family Friday on
school children.
Larry Mullins, then a graduate stuthe first Friday of every month," she
by Karen Kammann
dent in instructional technologies in
said. "There will be some familyThe University News
the College of Education, took on
oriented activity, like a pot-luck dinthe task that eventually became his
ner, a movie, something along those
The winners of the Nov. 21-22
graduate project. Last August, one
lines.
ASBSU elections for senator-atyear and much planning, research
"In April we plan to start Dessert
large are Karen Scheffer, Phil Barand actual production
time 'later,
Theater. We'll have a Coffee House
tle, Ron Craig, Todd Reed, CurMullins completed the video, Let
performer
do a concert for the
tis Osterloh, Cory Haun and Steve
Freedom Ring.
children. Then we'll take all the
Moser.
Let Freedom Ring is aimed at
children to the Ada Lounge and do
All the victors but Moser and.
fourth through sixth graders and
a concert
for
the
parents.
Osterloh
were
incumbent
teaches children how to resolve pro"We coordinate activities with Stusenators.
dent, Special
Services,
Student
blems in a peaceful manner rather
The two candidates not elected
than with violence. "(This video lets
Residential Life, Students for Qualiwere 'Dan Perataand
incumbent
kids know there are) peaceful means
ty Child Care, Parents Without PartSen. Jeff Kezar.
of taking care of problems,"
Love
ners and
the Bronco
Alumni
Osterloh
was installed as a
Association,"
she said.
.
said.
senator at the Dec. I Senate
The first part of the 22-minute
"We'd like to hear from students
meeting, and former Senate Presitape is a biography of King's life and
with their ideas, maybe for educadent Pro 'Iempore D. Raymond
tional seminars or new services for
accomplishments.
Footage from the
Rogers stepped down. The Senate
civil rights confrontations
of the
parents they'd like to see. Students
honored Rogers with a certificate
1960s, and a lengthy excerpt of King's
can contact us at the Students Proof appreciation and presented him
grams Board office jmytirne during
famous "I Have A Dream" speech
delivered
at
the
march
'on
with a photo of himself looking
the work week at 385-3874."
Washington
in 1963 also
are
at the belly dancer who performed for the Senate on his birthday.
included.

Ross
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The Student
Progams
Board's
Family
Activities
Programming
'Committee has nearly completed its
first semester at BSU.
"We're geared for promoting activities for non-traditional
students
and their families,"
Committee
Chair Tami Jones said.
"The average age of students is 28
at BSU. A lot of these students have
families. We decided that their needs
were not being met, so we founded
this committee to promote familyoriented activities,"
she said.
Jones said the committee
has
sponsored some successful events this
semester. One of the events was a
Halloween party, which they expected
approximately 30 families to attend.
"There were over 90 children and 100
adults," Jones said. "It wasa huge
success. Everyone enjoyed ii."
"On Dec. 15, 16 and 17, Santa will
be available for pictures with children
in the Student
'Union
Boisean
Lounge. Music and refreshments will
be provided. "We're only charging
$1.50 for the pictures, compared with
$5 or $6.downtown
or at the mall.

video) is not just for blacks but for
all people," Love said.
Tho hundred copies of the video
have been made and are available for$15'each,
according to Love. The
price includes shipping and handling
and the video comes with a teacher's
manual, Love said.
The Black Student Union is purchasing some copies of the video to
donate to various groups and to
make at least one copy available at
BSU.
Mullins said he has been interested
in King and his ideas of passivity for
many years. "There is a mystique
about King that has captured our
generation and I wanted to pass that
along
to the next generation,"
Mullins said.
For more information on purchasing a copy of Let Freedom Ring, contact the Black Student Union in the
SUB, or the Idaho Human Rights
Commission
at 334-2873.

New'senator'installed

STOR-IT>INDOORS

"ii
·'i

See 'Who's Who,' page 6

Video' teaches King's methods

SPB serves families
by Joseph

addition,
for the past three years,
Ford has been a key organizer in
BSU's blood drives.
Career Planning and Placement
Director Dick Rapp, said Who's Who
Among Students is a very reputable
honors program and is something
employers like to see on resumes. He
added people who win leadership
awards often end upbeing very suecessfullater in life, and employers are
aware of this.

"

,

'

The votes were as follows: Reed
received 64 votes; Osterloh received 63 votes; Craig received 58
votes; Scheffer received 48 votes;
Bartle received 32 votes; Moser
received 32 votes; Haun recieved
31 votes; Perata recieved 28 votes;
and Kezar received 14 votes.
Kezar asked to be removed
from the ballot before the election, but the ballots had already
gone to be printed when he made
the request.
The Senate will nominate can.didates for Senate President Pro
Tempore at its Dec. 6 caucus and
vote at its Dec. 8 meeting.
Caucuses and meetings are held
in the Student
Union Senate
Chambers, on the second floor of
the Union at 4 p.m, Caucuses are
held every Tuesday, and meetings
are held every Thursday.
The
public may attend.

IDAHO AIR
NATIONAL GUARD

RENTAL STpR,AGE

l'i

LOW MONTHLY RATES·

Thinking about your future?

~~IlD4B~; S~~
.. OYER 2200 UNITS
28 Dlffonnt Sine
flRY & BOAT STOMGE'
Big doOra/wkIe drlv.

e COMPUTERIZED

ACCESS
on 1118 .... Ident manqers
nightIlghttId/fenced

CHRISTMAS
BSU STUDENT SPECIAL

5 X 6's for $10.00/mo.
5 X 12's for $20.00/mo.
ax 12's for $30.00/mo.
Federul Way site

• LOCALLV OWNED AND
OPERATED SINCE 1172

24 Hour Accesl

376·8750

OfFICI MD IDTAL IRIIIITIClN AT

.. No"" GIOWID.

College, work, family? The Idaho Alr
National Guard will give you the advantage.
Excellent career training, new college GI bill.
student loane, and much more.
'
The Idaho Air National Guard hae
positions available In aircraft mechanics,
electronics technicians, food aervlcee, aerial
photography,vehlcle,malntenance,'
and security
police.
.!
Contact your school counselor,
at Gowen Field, or call (208)389-5385.

visit ue
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It's
for a
week
~

time

dead

Every year, BSU students hope, pray and ask for a dead week. Every year, BSU's
administration deems a dead week unnecessary, for some obscure and unstated
reason.
Perhaps they think it is better to end the semester earlier and skip dead week.
If so, they are wrong. It would be better to spend ~n extra week as students and
have the time needed to prepare for finals than to do It the way BSU students do-by
die skin of our teeth. '
.
..
The argument that students should be caught up in all their classes is specious
at best. Even if all students were always current in all their work (and wor!d peace
were accomplished and this were the best of all possible worlds),. most finals ar.e
'comprehensive. The idea that students are supposed to remember, In enough.detail
to pass an in-depth exam, what they studied three-and-a-half-months ago, for 12
. or more credits' worth of courses, is ridiculous.
In fact" they shouldn't have to. Most courses are not suPP?sed to.be remembered
for long periods in great detail, but in outline and generality, A hterature cou~se
will seldom leave a student with the sure and lasting knowledge that '"!'. S. Ehot
preferred' to think of himself as an Englishman .but is usually anth~loglzed ~,san
American. It will, however, leave that student With the sure and lasting that T~e
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is a moving poem about an unhappy man In
a pretty bleak world.,
But at BSU students are expected to remember from August until December
that Iago warned Brabantio of Desdemona's marriage to Othello by saying, "An
old black ram is tupping your white ewe."
.
The week before finals is usually the busiest, most stressful week of tlle_s~mester,
loaded with last-minute assignments, papers and tests. If ever students need a
weekend to rest, relax and try to recuperate from the colds they caught staying all
night, eating on the run and cramming like mad people, it is after the last week
of classes.
But here, that weekend is often only an intensification of the week before it.
Students end up needing the extra week of break just to get their health, strength
and sanity back.
It's time for a change.

Hopes for the new Senate
by Karen Kammann
The University News
The elections are over, and the first of the
new ASBSU senators has been installed.
Although only two of the senators elected
were not incumbents, the changes happening
in the Senate are major. For one thing, Senate
President Pro Tempore D. Raymond Rogers
has stepped down afterthree years of service
in student government in different positions
to graduate at the end of this semester.
A new pro tem will be elected this week,
and Rogers' shoes may be hard to fill. He was
the Senate's resident expert on Parliamentary
procedure, and he chaired the caucuses and
set the agenda with an eye to fairness. The
first of these accomplishments may sound
picayune, but without knowledge of procedure, a legislative body, no matter how
small, is crippled. And his very knowledge
of procedure makes his second accomplishment all the more admirable. The chair of the
Senate, if he or she has that knowledge,
wields a great deal of power. He or she can
use it to direct or limit debate on an issue,
and an unfair chair can, to a large extent, run
the meetings or caucuses, denying senators
permission to speak and using piddling
breaches of procedure as excuses for doing
so, So far, this Senate has been fortunate,
both in Rogers and Vice President Allen
Gamel, who chairs the formal meetings. If
the senators choose wisely, they may be as
happy with their new pro tem as they were
with their old.
The changes two new faces can make
should not be underestimated. Within
ASBSU, being a freshman senator does not
mean taking a spectator's seat for the first
term. Anyone who sits on the Senate may
become a leader, and, depending on their personal bents, two new senators could potentially lead the Senate toward greater productivity or toward the bickering and in-fighting
which has been a problem among past
Senates.
'
The Senate receives $16.50 from each student each semester.At a full-time equivalency
of approximately 9,000, the senators spend
no inconsiderable sum. They can use it for
publicity, for student events, for aid to
students in trouble, for lobbying efforts, to
help clubs and organizations, for permanent
fixtures, such as the volleyball pits and,
basketball courts paid for by a past Senate,
for community service or a variety of things.
They have a wonderful variety of good things
avallable for them to do. I hope the current
Senate will look into what is most needed and
direct their efforts accordingly.
It was said at the last Senate meeting that
senators do not need to be producing legislation to be productive. I agree wholeheartedly, but I recognize the value of and need for

Lmm!~-- .........
Get ·ROTC off BSU campus
Editor, The University News:
A crisis of closed mindedness threatens
BSU. The goal of a liberal arts education, the
development of an open, analytical mind, is
menaced by a vocational program for
soldiers. The mindset of lock step cannot be
reconciled with the free exploration of ideas.
The presence of an ROTC unit at BSU
needlessly romanticizes military service.
Rather than whine about the global implications of a military-industrial complex, closer
to home, we lament the unhappy marriage
of the canon and the cannon. This perversion sullies the sanctity of our Ivory Tower.
While we hold no personal grudge against
the individual recipients of green-collar
financial aid, the money wasted on the program would be better spent on real scholarships for real students. We demand that as
long as BSU maintains "war studies", equal
resources should be allocated'to the development of a College of Peace Studies.

And what of these appalling video-game
recruiting devices that our Student Union
sanctions? Certainly you have seen the
joystick style, M-16-rifle-a~d-tank-gun
simulator marketed by the National Guard
recruiter in the SUB. Perhaps our recruiter
friend should move his Ramboesque
paraphernalia into the Recreation Ce?ter,
alongside all of the other shoot-em-up video
toys. We would submit that a more realistic
simulation of military service would involve
video toilet scrubbers.
We call upon the Student Union to move
the recruiter outside to a more appropriate
venue, such as a pup tent or foxhole.
Moreover, we call upon the students and administration to disarm our campus. And for
you unfortunate Rare students: There is still
time ... desert! Run for the hills!
Fred Wallace
Jane C. Morton
F. Dick Green
Student Coalition For Apathy Management
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good legislation .. The Senate's only
real power lies in what it passes;' it is good
that the senators spend time advising and
staying in touch with clubs and organizations,
but the Senate as a body can act only through
bills, acts, resolutions and directives. The
senators should begin now to research, write
and edit bills for the spring semester. If one
good piece of legislation is passed each week,
the Senate would have something to be proud of at the end of the year.
It is a tried-and-truism that power corrupts
and, unfortunately, it does. I have been observing the student government since 1984 in
various capacities at The University News
and from various degrees of closeness and
distance, and if the Senates over the years
have had one problem (besides bickering), it
has been a tendency to play Big Brother to
other organizations. The Senate is not a watchdog for anyone else. Between the money
the senators spend and the knowledge they
need to represent the students properly, they
have enough business of their own to worry
about without taking on someone else's problems, unasked, and solving them by wielding
legislative power.
I am not saying this year's Senate has been
a Big Brother. I am only saying that has been
a tendency in the past and is something the
senators should guard against. The responsibility which comes with power is a big one,
but it is possible to carry it too far and begin
, interfering.
ASBSU as a whole has spent a lot of
energy this semester concentrating on public
relations, promoting an awareness of and
positive image for the student government
and working towards student involvement,
and this campaign has been a successful one,
I would not like to see ASBSU slide into
obscurity and become an Ivory Tower which
only student government officials impact, but
I would not like to see the student government's primary accomplishment be of
publicity, either.
There is a world of other good to be done.
ASBSU is the most powerful student voice
on this campus, and it needs to be heard on
a number of issues and in a number of
arenas. I offer the new senators, as well as
the ones who remain in office, my best wishes
and the hope that they will work toward doing the most good in the most areas they can,

•

•

•

•

•

1\vo weeks ago" I promised to find out
whether and how Idaho has voted on the
rewriting the U.S. Constitution and publish
that information here. I won't say I've been
unable to keep that promise, but I will have
to extend it to the first issue of next semester.
1 have been doing research, but I have not
been able to get the answers yet.
Until then, have a safe and peaceful holiday season.

Sen. Burkett available to all
Editor, The University News:
I am writing to thank the many people who
supported my candidacy for State Senator for
all of Ada County. 1 deeply appreciate the
confidence, trust and hope you have placed
in me.
I would like to repeat a pledge 1made during my campaign. As Senator for all of Ada
County, I will strive to represent all the peopie.' Whether you voted for me or not,

whether you are a Republican, a Democrat,.
or an Independent, my door is open to you.
I will listen to you, and I will respond to
your concerns .': Please let me know you
thoughts on matters important to you.
Thanks, again, for your votes of
confidence.
Senator-elect Mike Burkett
District 21
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12~test_ifyagainst NPRat INEL
per missile. Because of tritium's short
half-life of 12.3 years, the DOE
believesit important to continue proBy law, United States Department
duction to replace decayed tritium in
some warheads.
of Energy requires public comment
The Snake River Alliance of Boise
on the enviromental impacts of proposed federal energy projects. En- and its affiliated BSU' student
viromental Impact Statement hear- organization oppose the construction
ings are not' general elections, but if of the NPR at the INEL. "National
they were, nuclear projects con- security will be better served by the
sistently would be voted down in expenditure of money to resolve
Boise. Last spring's Special Isotope chronic and life-threatening enSeparator hearings elicited extensive viromental
problems at DOE
opposition from Treasure Valley facilities nationwide," said SRA
member Janice Berndt. "All plans for
residents.
On Nov. 16, with over 275 new weapons production facilities
documents entered into the hearing should be put on hold until these
record and over 125people testifying problems, including disposition of
at Boise City 'Hall, the DOE receiv- nuclear waste, are solved," she said.
Testifiers who spoke against the
ed overwhelming opposition to their
plans to build a New Production NPR cited nuclear weapon build-up,
Reactor at the Idaho Nuclear waste, disposal problems, negative
Engineering Laboratory in Idaho impacts on the Snake River aquifer,
Falls. Only three people spoke in unpredictable health and safety risks favor of the NPR during the two days and the current U.S. deficit as some
of oral testimony.
of the reasons not to build the
The NPR is a plan -to modernize reactor.
the nuclear weapons production
In her testimony at the hearings,
facilities scattered across the country. BSU student Peggy Giles compared
.Because some facilities are old_and the Fall of Rome with a hypothetical
unsafe, the DOE wants to build new fall of the United States due to the
plants. As part of this plan, INEL dangers-associated with the nuclear
would construct an experimental industry. She learned that one of the
factors contributing
to Rome's
high temperature, helium-cooled
reactor that would produce tritium.
demise was lead in the city's
Tritium is a radioactive form of aqueduct. Giles asked, "Wouldn't the
officials of Rome stopped the use of
hydrogen used in the trigger portion
of a thermonuclear weapon to boost lead if they knew it was poisonous?"
its explosive power. Tritium is essen- She said it seemed essential for the
tial to reduce the size of nuclear DOE to focus on safety and responsible operation of their current
warheads, allowing more warheads
by Jane Fritz

The University News'

facilities before building new
reactors.
Boise radio talk show host Tom
Alibrandi suggested women be placed in leadership positions with the
DOE. "If you did (hire women), we'd
see something other than death," he
said.
Alibrandi charged the DOE with
covering up serious nuclear incidents.
"The DOE knew (the risks) all along,
they just chose to deny," he said,
referring to the findings of government investigations
into DOE
activities.
Alan Leisk, a Boise labor relations
worker and one of the few who spoke
in favor of the NPR, said "INEL is
an ideal place to build the New Production Reactor; it is a very safe place
to work."
Rev.Sergius Burnes, a former consultant for defense projects for 26
years, testified against the NPR and
stated that anyone reading a DOE
Enviromental Impact Statement
would find virtually no truth in it.
"I know," he said, "I used to write
such documents and I lied." Burnes
accused DOE employees of moral incompetence, saying: "These people
derive their sense of what is right and
wrong from the policy and procedure
manuals of the institutions for which
they work."
Additional public comment on the
NPR will be accepted as written
testimony until Dec. 15. Letters
should be mailed .10: Mr. Peter
Dirkmaat, DOE-Idaho, 785 DOE
Place, Idaho Falls, 10. 83402.
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weather" said Little, "and the area
is closed another two months because
of wolf activity, the logger may lose
of self-protection or mistaken iden- enough profit margin to put him out
tity the fine is $25,000. If a wolf is of business."
_killed with premeditation, to be sold
Another legislative pressure Little
or subjected to taxidermy, the fine is cites is the restrictions on predator
control imposed by the ESA. "In the'
$50,000.
Erickson added that a lot of peo- sheep industry, " Little said, "if we
ple think wolves limit logging, recrea- can't control coyotes w~re out of
tion and other activities requiring ac- . business. Protection of the wolves
eliminates standard procedures of
cess because of road closures.
Closures also result from manage- coyote' control. The, government
ment of other species, road
wants us to use rubber jawed traps
maintenance costsand environmen- and to check them every two hours.
tal concerns. The wolves are blamed That doesn't leave time to get your
but-they are not the sole cause of the job done," he added.
In one 21-day period, Little lost 46
closures, he added.
In listing objections to wolf head of sheep to coyotes in spite of .
active trapping and shooting, he said.
recovery, Fish and Game Depart"Sheep yield high quality products
ment's Melquist said ranchers are
afraid of losing grazing privileges on _ from low energy input when they are
public and private lands. Losing allowed to graze in the woods," Litstock to other predators is a concern tle said, "so the environmental
because control over other predators, preservationists are jeopardizing the
like coyotes, is limited by the ESA consumers and the economy of the
guidelines which are designed to pro- state.
"Every time the Forest Service puts
tect the wolves.
The lumber industry, and other in- up a picnic table or fence, an Endustries like mining that require vironmental Impact Statement regarwilderness roads access due to to ding the wolves has to be filed," Litroad closures, Melquist said. Mining tle said. "That adds up to a lot of
is restricted in accordance with time and money for government
agencieswho support wolf recovery."
wolves and their activities.
According to Little most of the
Sixty to 80 wolves is the total goal
in Central Idaho," he said. There are people in favor of wolf recovery are
more than enough- deer and elk for in, or support, the government,
the wolvesto feed on but the problem reflecting that ::1! the members of the
-is distributing the wolves evenly so wolf forum 'panel were in favor of
recovery. "I feel like the proponents
single herds of game are not
don't realize the side of the opdecimated, Melquist added.
The policy of the ESA, as declared ponents and the press misrepresents
by Congress, states, "all federal the land use people and exploits condepartments and agencies shall seek servation," he said.
to conserve endangered species and
"The defenders of the plan aren't
threatened species and shall utilize getting both sides of the issue. Since
their authorities in furtherance of the the original plan the government
keeps increasing the number and size
purposes of this Act,"
According to the Audubon - of the packs," Little said, "as well as
publication, "the definition of 'con- the sites of integration. They speak
serve' means to use all methods and with forked tongue."
"The biggest problem is," said Litprocedures necessary to recover a
listed species. Such methods and pro- tle, "the two sides aren't talking."
cedures include, but are not limited
to, "all activities associated with
scientific resources management such
as research, census, law enforcement, continued from page 3
Knowing that Who's Who Among
habitat acquisition and maintenStudents is exclusive to America's
ance .... "
most prominent students makes the
In the opinion of the Idaho
program even more attractive to
Woolgrowers Association, this kind
of legislation "makes the wolf king Ford, who said she was surprised at
and all other forest uses are relegated how few people were chosen, but it
to a secondary position," Brad Lit- made her even more proud that she
tle said. The people interested in the was selected.
"When I was first nominated I
aesthetic and moral values of wolf
thought: 'All right, that's good,' I
recovery do not realize the effects of
this legislation on people who use the was really excited! But I was surprised that there wasn't that many. I exland commercially or recreationally,
pected maybe 50 or 60 from BSU.
he said.
"By the time elk breeding and calv- When I found out there were only 32
ing areas are closed and areas of wolf that really impressed me. My
activity an: dosed, a multiple use origional impression was that it was
pretty easy to get into it. When I
area is turned into a one use area,"
found out there were only 32, that
Little said.
"If a logger can only work in an changed by mind,"
BSU's "Who's Who" selecteeswill
area eight months.of the year due to

Wolf

continued from page 1

Who's Who

o

The Eastern Timber Wolf shown here looks quite similar to the Gray Wolf, which is thesubject of Idaho's
wolf recovery effort.
.
File photo

Merry Christmas
from the staff
of
The University News
be honored in a ceremony Jan. 25,
1989 in the Nez Perce Room in the
SUB. Taylor said certificates will be
given out at that time and a reception will follow.
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Steve picks best bets of -1988
by Steve Farnemsn

bination of musical styles (a great voice
too!) make this a solid. rock and roll
winner.
The HorseDies-Human
Fly
A holdover from late last year, this
Ithaca, NY quartet takes traditional-style
folk and bluegrass into the next dimension. Released by Rounder Records, it's a
singular listening experience with a
fabulously melancholic version of "Hush
Little Baby."
k.d, lang-Shadowland
This loving tribute to Patsy Cline
comes off without a weak spot thanks to
producer Owen Bradley (something of a
country legend himself) and lang's warm
vocals.
Midnight OIl-Diesel and Dust
''And it happens to be an emergency,"
Peter Garrett sings on the year's most,
politically inspired and powerful rock
albums. "The Dead Heart'; is a
breathtaking
anthem for indigenous people everywhere fighting for their land.
Le Mystere Des Voix Bulgares-Le

The University News
As the year draws to a close, the
thousands of "year in review lists and articles begin appearing, encapsulating
the
past 12 months for those that may have
missed it. What follows is one of those
lists: twenty of 1988's most noteworthy
releases (listed in alphabetical order).

Spear-Mistress MUsic
With-Mistress Music Burning Spear
(aka Winston Rodney) reaffirmed his

Burning

legendary status and in 1988 reggae didn't
get much better than this.
Camper Van Beethoven-Our
Beloved

Revolutionary. Sweetheart
The Campers major label debut was
also their most listenable release to date
with superb production and madcap
eclectic fun.

Arts & Entertainment ,Guide

'Mystic Pizza' deserves
.appreciative audience
by Cliff Hall

The University News
I'm always surprised to find a really
good movie in the glut distributed for
release. So often I find Hollywood would
rather insult my intelligence than open my
eyes, make me sick rather than develop
respect.
One of those really good movies, a
Hollywood, fluke, was released in
September and has just opened in Boise.
The film is deserving of an audience,
because the viewer is remunerated with
entertainment,
understanding
and. a
general feeling of fun.
The movie, Mystic Pizza, concerns
three young women who share the same
work environment,
a pizza parlor called
Mystic Pizza in Mystic, Conn., and their
relationships or lack thereof. Each
.character is so richly drawn and performed it is difficult to determine which one
you care for the most.
Lili Taylor is Jo Jo, an energetic waif
who falters at the.alter, Her future is
more important to ,her than the present,
.and she is specifically aware. of what she
doesn't want to have happen in her life.
She doesn't want to be like so many of
the 'women around her-fat,
married,
poor, with dozens of children. Her confusion is exemplified in a monologue that
flies swiftly between the extremes of
.. despair and hilarity.
. Annabeth Gish is Kat, a next-Springsemester Yalie. Kat's brains have been her
ticket out of this small town and now, if
she can just scrape together the money,
her future is set. Dilemmas arise when,
for extra money, she is hired to babysit
for a former Yale graduate and finds she's
developed a crush. Heartbreak and ex-

+

FREE DA Y CARE:

Mystere Des Voix Bulgares

hilaration register clearly in this young
actress.
Kat's older, more beautiful, sister Daisy
is played by Julia Roberts. Daisy's new
beau, a "rich kid" with a Porsche, is dreamy
but not without his darker side. She's torn
between the feelings she's having and the
reality of a poor girl/rich boy relationship.
She is so seductive it's hard to take your eyes
off her-she's
an actress with looks and
talent.
Each actress has created a character with
depth, each is fresh, exciting, and authentic.
They make you laugh by reacting to situa- .
tions and responses are genuine. These three
actresses are new to the screen, but you can't
tell by watching their performances.
Individually, they are three-dimensional
and a
whole lot of fun to watch.
Every single moment of the film is used
to further the story, to keep us involved. The
direction is purposeful and right on the mark
for its themes and targeted audience. It's
similar to a minor teague Big Chill in that
the characters are textured and based in a
reality similar to ours. Don't miss it.
Now for some bad news. AVOID 1969 starring Robert
Downey
Jr. and Kiefer
Sutherland. There is so much wrong with this
movie I can't begin to tell YOlI. Suffice it to
say if you lived during 1969, there's no need
to see the movie unless you suffer from an
overwhelming desire to visit a freak show. It's
hurtin' for certain ...
If you happened to catch U2 Rattle and
Hum in its amazingly, short run here, you
were very lucky. The movie was fantastic, and
I only mention it here so that if it ever comes
back as a midnight movie or limited run at
The Flicks, you will attempt to see it. The
music was awesome and the band incredible.
Until January, avoid Cocoon: The Return.
You'll thank me for it later.

+
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Finally emerging from years of obscurity with a domestic release and a North
American tour, the women's choir
brought together for the Bulgarian state
radio make the into something contemporary and out of this world. Exotically
spine-tingling
"the mystery of Bulgarian
voices" will leave your head spinning.

R.E.M.-Green
.- The Beatles of '80s'college

Tracy Chapman-Tracy

radio return
with their best release in several years.
Michelle Shocked-Short
Sharp Shocked
Driving country/folk
sounds and
autobiographical
tales and memories are
preserved and treasured here. A complete
late-eighties gem.
Sonic Youth-Daydream
Nation
Monster noise from this New York
quartet. The Sonic Youth are threatening
to take over the world with their atonal
rock on Daydream Nation.
The Sugarcubes-Life's
Too Good
Enchanting
and unique pop fun from
Reykjavik (that's in Iceland).
Talking Heads-Naked
A dark and visionary release from
David Byrne and. friends. A .great band of
world musicians make this the Heads
finest release since 1980's Remain in

Chapman

This striking debut from the year's .major new arrival carries an enormous emotional and social depth to it and you probably took the year off if you missed it.
Toni Childs-Union
What a voicel The lush and worldly
production and songwriting are pretty
okay, too.
The Church-Statfish
An exciting and long-deserved
..
breakthrough
for one of Australia's finest
exports.
Cocteau 'l\vins-Blue Bell Knoll
Completely beautiful, and their most
accessible release to date. The Cocteau
Twins are musically in their own corner
of the universe.
John Hiatt-Slow
Turning
Hiatt's follow-up to last year's masterpiece' Bring The Family continues along
the same tracks only a bit more upbeat.
Outstanding
songwriting filled with real
life wit, memorable characters and a com-

Light.
Richard Thompson-Amnesia
A first rate guitarist and songwriter and
another first rate -album, ,
Throwing ,Muses-House
Tornado
Another brilliant release of quirky pop
and probing emotional sketches from
these three gals and one guy out of
Boston.
'
The Waterboy~Fisherman's
Blues
Singer/songwriter
Mike Scott has a
revamped band (Karl Wallinger departed
to form World Party) and a sound that
relies on traditional Irish folk. A very enjoyable and appreciated release.
Wire-A
Bell is a Cup Until it is Struck.
More abstract and hypnotic fun from
the English art/noise quartet now entering its 12th year. "Kidney Bingos" is easily one of 1988's best singles.

Buckle Up,

fIN ;DEATON

Id,ahol,

PRESENTS

..

Saturdav 1 pm • 5 pm
Monday a Tuesday 5:30 pm - 10 pm
Registration RequIred at Student Actlvlne. Office
Umlted Space on a IIrst-come.f1rst-serve basis

ltIake ItYour law
for Life.

EXTENDED UNION Student Union will stay open for studying
HOURS:
Saturday -Tuesday until 1 am
(Recreation Center also open until 1 am
Monday a Tuesday.)
CRAM SNACKS:

Saturday· Wednesday starting at 8:30 pm
UnIon street cafe • Adal.ounge, Student UnIon
Co-sponsor: Marllo", UniversIty DinIng Services

MASSEUSE:

1:30 pm • 5:30 pm Monday a Tuesday
Nez Perce room, 2nd Floor, Student UnIon

RELAXAnON

2:30 pm • 5:30 pm Monday a Tuesday
Settle back for a 20 minute escape
Nez Perce room, 2nd Roor,Student Union _

VIDEOS:
SNOOZE ROOM:

BRUCE
HORNSBY
and SPEClAL GUEST

January 28th8PM

catch a few winks In between exams
Monday. TuesdaY, Wednesday.' Thursday
9:00 am • 3:00 pm Ada Lounge
Alarm clock. II pillow. can be checked out at
the Sludent Actlvltle. OffIce
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Philharmonic

presents

Holiday

Pops concert

the Morrison Center and tickets are
$14.50 and $10.50 available from all
Select-a-Seat outlets.
Santa will make a special
appearance to conduct Jingle Bells and
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer a~the
Saturday matinee performance which
begins at 3:15 p.m. Tickets for the
matinee .are' half-price for children.

On Dec. 9 and 10, the Boise
Philharmonic will combine with the
Boise Master Chorale and the Boise,
Borah and Capital High School Choirs
for a Christmas celebration in song.
The program will include: Suite from
the Nutcraker Ballet, Robert Shaw's
Many Moods of Christmas, and the
Hallelujah Chorus. Friday's
performance begins at 8:15 p.m. in

BSU Festival of
.
Ceramics Show to be
held-1)ec. 10·12
Just in the nick of time for
Christmas shopping, ceramics· crafted
byBSU faculty, student and alumni
artists will be on display and for sale
at the Festival of Ceramics Dec 10-

12.
The show, held in the BSU Gallery
of Art in the Liberal Arts Building,
will run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each
day.

Hall and Day plays to
be performed at
Evening of Short Plays
The BSU theatre arts department
wilTpresent an Evening of Short Plays
Dec. 7, 8 and 10 at 8 p.m. on Stage II
of the Morrison Center.
Weeding the Field, written and
directed by BSU theatre arts professor
Phil Atfakson, will be the first play
presented. BSU student Kirstin Allen
performs in the one-woman play.
The second and third plays are
written, directed and performed by
BSU students. Popular Girl was
written by Lisa Day and is directed by
Terri April Dillion. Julie Starr and
Kim Boester star. Family Album was
written by Cliff Hall and is directed by
Lucas McClure. Acting in Family
Album are Chris Thometz, Cindy
Gaede, Beth RingerI' and Becky
Shuster.
Tickets for Evening of Short Plays
....are available at the box office from 68 p.m. on the days of performance for
$4 general admission and $2 senior
citizens. BSU full-time students,
faculty and staff are admitted free of
charge.

-c

SPB film .series to
close 1988 with.
Willie Wonka
Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory, starring
Gene Wilder, will be shown on
Dec. 9 & 11 in the Special
Events Center at 7 p.m. In·
everyone's favorite fantasy
movie, flavored wallpaper,
rivers' of. chocolate, odd
contraptions and green-haired
midgets called Oopma-Loompas
exist inside a fabulous. candy
factory owned by the'
mysterious Mr. Wonka.
The foreign films, My Life as
a Dog and Petit Can, are also on
the schedule for December. My
Life as A Dog, a Swedish film
will be shown on Dec. 7 at 3:1<5
p.m. in the Student Union Ada
Lounge. Petit Con, a French
film, hits the SPEC screen on
Dec. 5 at 7 p.m.
Admission to all SPB
sponsored movies is free to
BSU students with activity
card, $1 BSU faculty, staff and
high school students and $2.50
general.

. The 'Nutcracker to be
presented in the
Morrison Center
The American Festival Ballet
brings The Nutcracker to the Morrison
Center Stage on Dec. 17 at 2 p.rn, and 8
p.m. and on Dec. 18 at2 p.m. Tickets
are $16, $14 and· $11 from all
..
Select-a-Seat outlets.

Meat Puppets

to appear In concert

The Student Programs Board will
presents the Meat Puppets live in
concert on Dec. 9 at 9:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.
After producing, five albums and
an EP, the Meat Puppets have
embedded their sun-baked sound in the
hearts of music fans everywhere. This
Arizona-based three-ptece band
blends a variety of styles, among them

Dec. 9

psychdelia and southern rock,' with
their own desert flair to produce a
unique blend of dance able music.
Tickets to the dance/concert are
available from all Select-a-Seat
outlets in advance for $4.50 BSU
students and $7.50 general admission
and $6 BSU students and $9 general
admission at the door.

......

- SPB film, Petit Can, 7 p.m., SPEC
All Student Programs Board
sponsored films are free to BSU
students with activity card, $1 BSU
faculty and staff and high school
students and $2.50 general.
Key Bank's Enchanted World
through the 11th, 6:30-7:30 p.rn.
Mon.-Fri., 4 p.rn-s p.m. Sat. &
Sun., Parkoenter Mall, free

Tues., Dec. 6
Non-traditional
Student
Support Group, End of Semester
Wrap-up: What's Up for Next
Semester, noon - 1:30 p.m., Student
nion Clearwater Room '

SPB film, My Life as a Dog, 3:15
p.m., Student Union Ada Lounge
Even"ing of Short Plays,
sponsored by the BSU theatre arts
department, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center Stage II, tickets free to BSU
students, faculty and staff, $4 .
gellBral admission .

Thurs., Dec. 8
An Evening' of Short Plays, 8
p.m., Morrison Center Stage II

Dec. 9
BSU Horticulture
Class
Christmas
Sale, 9 p.m-j :30
p.rn., Student Union Boisean Lounge

.. ,. ........-
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Wrestling, BSU vs. BYU, 7 p.m.,
Human Performance Center
SPB film, Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory, 7 p.m., SPEC
Holiday Pops, Boise
Philharmonic, 8:15 p.m., Morrison
Center, tickets $14.50 & $10.50
from all Select-a-Seat outlets

Women's Bas.ketball, BSU vs.
Lewis-Clark State College, 5:30
p.m., Pavilion
Men's Basketball, BSU vs. Oregon"
State University, 7:30 p.m.,
Pavilion
An Evening of Short Plays, 8
p.m., Morrison Center Stage II

Sun., Dec. 11 .:

The Meat Puppets Dance &
Concert, presented by SPB, 9:30
p.m., tickets available at all Selecta-Seat outlets for $4.50 BSU
.
students and $7.50 general
admission in advance or $6 BSU
students and $9 general admission at
the door

SPB film, Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory, 7 p.m., SPEC

Sat., Dec. 10

Dec. 13 &14

BSiJ Festival of Ceramics Show
and Sale through Dec. 12, 10 a.m.
- 5 p.m., BSU Gallery of Art located
in the Liberal Arts building

Looking

Ahead:

Peking Opera, sponsored by the
Boise Opera, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center, tickets $10-$24 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets

Dec. 15 • 17
Gymnastics, BSU·vs. Alumni, 2
p.rn., Human Performance Center
Holidays Pops, Boise
Philharmonic, 3 p.m., Morrison
Center Stage II, tickets $14.50,
$10.50 and children half price
available at all Select-a-Seat outlets
Toys for Tots Festival of the
Christmas Sky, 6 p.m.-7 p.m.,
Parkceriter Pond, The U.S. Marine
Reserve Corps requests.that each
family bring a new, unwrapped toy
to donate 'to needy Treasure Valley
children

Photos with Santa for children of .
BSU students, faculty and staff,
Thurs. & Fri. from 4:30-7:30 p.m.
and Sat. from noon to 5 p.m.
sponsored by the Student Programs
Board. Pictures are $1.50 each and
families can relax with the jolly elf,
Christmas muslc and refreshments.

Dec. 17&

18

The Nutcracker, American
Festival Ballet, 2 p.m. & 8 p.rn.,
. Morrison Center, tickets $16, $14
& $11 at all Select-a-Seat outlets

. --~~- --

.'.
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Xmas
continued from page 1·

\{o ....

of Emperor
Constantine,
when
Christianity became the established
religion of the Roman empire.
Circa 350 A.D., the Bishop of
Rome set Dec. 25 as Christ's birth
date and western churches began to
observe it, Krythe says.
She says some authorities claim the
choice of Dec. 2S was made because
it coincided with pagan festivals.
Much of the western world was
already celebrating the Mithraic feast
of the sun god; Natalis Solis Invicti,
the Birthday of the Unconquerable
Sun; the seven-day Roman festival of
Saturnalia;
and the winter solstice
feast, popular among the people of
northern Europe.
,
Dr. Michael Lodahl,professor
of
theology at Northwest Nazarene College, said early church, leaders
scimetines chose specific dates for
Christian celebration "Because they
were already significant and observed by the larger population."
By doing this, the church provided itself
with some bridges from one subculture to another, and was able to
make other cultures more comfortable with its new religion, he said.
Pope Gregory even decreed "that
wherever pagan practices were not in
themselves evil they should be blended with those of Christianity," according to Mary Hezeltine in her book,

Anniversaries and Holidays.
According to Krythe, greenery was
used for' hundreds
of years to
decorate homes, churches and city
streets. "As early as 1444, greenery
was used on the streets of London as
Christmas decorations,"
she said.
Christmas trees have been part 0 f
American tradition for at least 160
years and have generally been traced
to the Germans, according to Robert
Myer's
book,
Celebrations.
"Evergreens, symbolic of eternal life,
have long been used for decorating
at yuletide," Krythe says. Some Germanic tribes believed their certain
greens would frighten away evil
spirits. The Saxons would hang "hol-

5, 1988
Iy, ivy, rosemary or laurel in their
homes and churches,"
and adorn
their pillars and windowsiwith
evergreen branches, she says.
One legend credits an 18thcentury
missionary'
named
St.
Boniface for the Christmas tree.
According
to Krythe,Boniface
"urged the Germans to discontinue
their bloody, pagan rites in dark
forests, and instead to carry fir trees
'into homes at yuletide."
Myers also credits Boniface for the
first Christmas tree.
In an emotional appeal to the Germanic Druids, Myers said, Boniface
pointed to a small evergreen tree and
said: "This little tree, a young child
of the forest, shall be your holy tree
tonight. Let this be called the tree of
the Christ-child: gather about it, not
in the wild wood, but in your own
homes; there it will shelter no deed
of blood, but loving gifts and rites
of kindness."
The first community
Christmas
tree was exhibited in York, Penn. in
1830, and the public was charged 6
cents to see it, according to Myers.
Later the invention of the electric
bulb helped to standardize
the appearance of the Christmas tree and
led to various
spectacular
tree
diplays,
Holly, another long-time holiday
decoration,
has several interesting
legends connected with it.
According to Krythe, one legend
said that Christ's crown of thorns
was made of holly, and that the "idea
of making Christmas holly wreaths
came from His crown, as the berries
resembled drops of blood."
According to Myers, mistletoe has
long been thought of as a plant of
peace, which "must have led to the
custom of suspending it from a doorway, allowing license toa
young
man to kiss any girl who is caught
under it."
The popularity of the poinsetta as
a Christmas
plant comes from a
Mexican legend.
According to tradition, a certain
village had the custom "of placing
small gifts before the creche in the

church, on Christmas
eve," said
Myers. ''A, small boy, having nothing
to give, knelt to pray in the snow outside. In the spot where he knelt, the
legend says, a beautiful plant with
scarlet leaves immediately grew, and
he presented it as a gift to the Christ
Child, "be said.
The practice of exchanging gifts is
extremely popular
in the United
States. This custom dates back to the
Roman Saturnalia, when people gave
their friends fruits, pastries and
jewelery,
according
to Krythe.
Remembering that the Magi brought
Jesus gifts gives this practice Christian significance.
The popular custom of putting up
manger scenes of the Nativity is
credited to St. Francis of Assisi, according to most sources.
In 1223, at Greccio, Italy, SI. Francis assembeled a manger scene with
live animals and real people, according to Krythe.
Caroling was brought to America
from England, where it has been a
popular pastime since the 12th century. While caroling is not as common in the United States as it once
was, Christmas songs are an important part of the holiday and reinforce
many of our ideas about the season.
The burning of Christmas candles
comes to us from Ireland. According
to Myers, an Irish legend says that
"candles were lit in windows to guide
Mary and Joseph to a home where
they would be welcome."
Over the years, Santa Claus has
become
a prominent
figure in
American Christmas celebrations.
The original SI. Nicholas was a
"bishop who lived in Asia Minor
during the 4th century and was
famous
for his generousity
to
children and the poor," according to
Krythe. Many European countries in
Europe celebrate Dec. 6, the day of
his death, as the feast day of St.
Nicholas, she said.
"Children were told that the saint
has come to their
homes
the
preceding evening, dressed in his red
bishop's robe and riding a white
horse to inquire about their behavior

year, "

during the past
Krythe says.
If they have been good, "he returned dcring the nextdaY; .. to distribute
presents to the delighted children."
'After the Reformation,
"a more
secular figure took his place and was
known as Christmas Man," according to Myers. "in England he was
called Father Christmas, in France,
Papa Noel."
German and Swiss children were
taught that the Christkindl, or Christ
Child, brough gifts on Cristmas eve,
Myers says. "he came riding his gray

~.,

_..

..

or white mule which

presents.;"."

.

..

.

was loaded

with'

,

When settlers -began coming. to
America,
the Dutch brought
St.
Nicholas, the English came with their
versions of Christmas Man and the
Germans emigrated with the Christ
Child, according to Myers.
.
Eventually,
_these - gift-bearers
evolved into the Santa Claus we know
today,
and started
coming
on
Christmas
Eve with eight
tiny
reindeer, .he says.

Hanukkah celebrates victory
by

Chuck

McKay

The University News
Hanukkah
is the Jewish holiday
which celebrates the reconsecration
of the Temple of Jerusalem after its
defilement
by pagan images and
practices.
The Macabees were the victors in
a three-year struggle with the ruling
Assyrian-Greek
regime
and its
Jewish-Hellenist
supporters,
who
conspired to impose restrictions on
Jewish religious practices and values.
The struggle cuiminated
with the
recapture of the temple.
The word Hanukkah
means
"dedication"
and refers to the tempie's rededication after the successful
uprising, according to Rabbi Hayim
Halevy Donin in his book To Be a

Jew.
George Caudill,
lay leader at
Ahavath
Beth Israel, the Boise
synagogue, said, "The Jews burned
oil for eight days to purify the Tempie. There was only enough oil to last
one day, but the miracle was that it
kept burning for eight days."
According to Caudill, in celebration of this miracle, Jews light a candie for each day of Hanukkah, beginning with one candle on the first day.
A candle is added each day, until
eight candles are lit on the final day.
A blessing is given over the candles
every day, and a special blessing for
the season is given on the first day.

The candles are held in a candelabra
called a menorah.
Donin's book says the lighted
menorah should De placed near a
window so it may be seen from outside, publicly testifying to the miracle
of Hanukkah .. He suggests every
member of the household have a personal menorah so each person can
light
the
Hanukkah·
candles.
However, he says one menorah in
each household is enough.
Caudill said _rabbis have traditionally opposed celebrating Hanuk. . kah because; it is a celebration of a
victory in war. "Still today there's this
.sense that we're doing this, but we're
not doing this because we want to,
we're doing it because you, the peopie, want us to," Caudill said.
The celebration of Hanukkah
is
found only amongJews
influenced
by Western civilization.
It became
widely accepted as a Jewish holiday
among them in the 18oos, coinciding
with the secularization of Christmas,
according to Caudill.
"When
Christmas
became
a
secular holiday, Jews felt' like they
had to have something to keep the
children from desiring the ways of the
non-Jews,"
Caudill said.
During Hanukkah,
parents give
gifts to children, traditionally money,
but the traditional
time for giftgiving among Jews is at Purim, a
spring holiday celebrated in February,
Caudill said.
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What's hot for Christmas

by Emmanuella

Mavromlchalis

The University News
Yes, it is almost Christmas,
the
time of year to rack your brains for
gift ideas for mom, dad and the sibl-.
ings, wm u be socks again this year
for dad.. or a tie? Will it be a, bottle
of perfume for mother? Will it ever
change? There has to be something
else.
With the new mall open and a
mass of shops
downtown
and
throughout
Boise, eagerly beckon
ing Christmas shoppers, there is no
reason for humdrum ties and perfume this year ..
According to Allen Byinton, a Bon
Marche employee, a finger painting
. kit by Fusione is available for stressed out executives who need a break.
The kit includes a plastic drop sheet,
in case the artist gets creatively out
of control and spills paint over"
precious paperwork, an apron, paint,
a generous supply of paper, and an
instruction
booklet with ideas on
ways to release stress. This booklet
has example prints, such as the
"Mental
Masher".
the
"Freud
Fling", the "Theraputic Thrust", the
"Pressure
Pound",
the "Tantrum
Toss" and, finally, the "Burnout
Blip."
If you do not know a creatively inclined stressed-out executive, there is
the Executive Basketball desk-top net
for the more direct type, complete

with a foam ball. To keep the executivejock cool, buy him or her a
stylish personal fan in black. The
basketball set and the fan sell for $18.
Both of these items can also be found
at The Bon.
Alligator wallets, brass-duck headed umbrellas, polka-dot
silk ties,
from $10 to $55,and leather travelling tie Cases offer unusual variations
.on old standards. Reeds gift store
sells a so-called "senile stick" which
is a walking stick with a side mirror
and an obnoxious
horn to warn
those around you of your approach.
For the outrageous and possibly
kinky, The Bon offers G-String bikini
briefs available in an array of colors;
According to Byinton, for the past
few years, G-Strings
have been
bestsellers. For the more modest,'
Calvin Klein boxer shorts in bright,
bold colors as well as pastels retail for
about $11.
Swatch watches are still hot,
according .to Kelly Sturman of the
Swatch and Guess'! department
at
The Bon. She said people buy them
for their original designs. For $35 you
get a water resistant watch with interchangeable
bands. For $50, a
Swatch telephone with two receivers
might be the gift for a house full of
talkers.
Guess?
has come
out with
crocodile and lizard skin watches,
which retail between $48 to $59. Sturman said a lot of young men buy

them for their girlfriends.
At the Imagination Zone, an adult
toy store in the"new mall, employee
Kirrsten
Paterson
said
'neon
telephonesare the 'main attraction.
At $199, they do not seem a likely
. item to have on your Christmas list,
but Paterson said they have indeed
been selling. The telephone is seethrough, and has a neon tube in pink
or blue wrapped around the inside.
If neon isn't your cup of tea, you
might look at the Opus phone; .the
Ferrari phone and the. Garfield
phone, which sell for between $45
and $450.
The recycled fashion trend for
Christmas 1988, the one we all hoped
was dead and gone, is bell-bottomed
pants. The counter-culture
mainstay
of the '60s and '70s can now be
found with designer labels at The
Bon for about $330.
If you send out Christmas cards,
design your own this year and make
lots of photocopies
on Christmas-.
colored paper. This adds a personal
touch to your season greetings. For
friends and loved ones far away, care
boxes full of goodies are relatively inexpensive and everybody loves care
packages.
Whatever your plan of attack on
the Christmas
shopping
season,
remember
Dec. 25 always comes
faster than you anticipated.
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Trench mouth a f;na/s~week~
risk for 'college s'tudents
by Rosemary Hardin,
Registered Dental Hygienist

The University News

Students make holiday plans
The question is: "What are you
doing for Christmas Vacation?" The
following answers' came from manin-the-streetinterviews
conducted by
Brian Becker in the quad.

Joe Marshall, a senior in management, said his plans include staying
at home and throwing snowballs at
cars.

Brad Gaskell, a freshman physical
education major, said he plans to go .
home to Wendell for Christmas.

-::.

Lisa Plumb, a senior in marketing,
said she just plans to clean her house.

Debbie Richter, a senior comBill Leahy, a BSU staff member,
munication major, said she would be . said he will be going to Buffalo, New
spending Christmas with her family,
York.

5 SESSIONS
FOR JUST

$10.00
Featuring the Wolff System

Hurryl

Register to win $1000. worth of gifts
KF95 and YEAR ROUND BROWN

Offer

ends

December

9th.

343-8999

(7:35 am December 9th)
1400Broadway

I

- next to Busters
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Broncos win
burgers tortansln
Rear Dairy Classic
by Tom Lloyd

The University News
The BSU men's basketball team'
picked up where they left off last
year-supplying
their fans with food,
namely Wendy's burgers. For those
newcomers, any time the Broncos
hold their opponents
under 50
points, Wendy's gives a burger and
a soda to any ticketholder
for the
game in which they did it. BSU did
it six times last year. Wendy's also
gives Frosties to people with tickets
to games in which BSU's oppponents
are held under 60 points, but the cry
that resounds in the Pavilion is B-UR-G-E-R-S.
The scene was a two-night affair;
Dec. 2 and 3 in the Pavilion, called
the Real Dairy Classic ami sponsored
by the United Dairymen of Idaho.
Teams came from C of I, NNC and
ISU.
After splitting their two exhibition
games against Australian teams and
losing their season opener on the
road to the Akron Zips, the Broncos
were chomping at the bit to waylay
their first home opponent.
Unfor. tunately for NAIA NNC, they drew
BSU in the first round.
One might say the Crusaders were
gallant, but, in the end, they were no
match for the defending Big Sky
champions.
BSU Head Basketball
Coach Bobby Dye cleared the bench
as the Broncos raced by NNC, 75-48,
much to the delight of the 6,577 fans
in attendance.
In an otherwise
lackluster game, the possibility of being fed after the game kept the fan
interest alive.
"It as kind of nice to get one the
first home game,"
BSU forward
Wilson Foster said. "We kind of set
that goal before the game. Not
necessarily the burgers, but to hold
any team under 50 points."
The game might hale seemed like
a blowout to the fans, but the players
were taking it seriously.
"We were going to make sure that
. wasn't going to happen again," BSU
center Brian Sperry said, referring to
an opening loss to LCSC three years

....

,.

."

Photos: Oeft) Forward Wilson Foster
(No. 24) and Guard Rich Blythe (No.
34) going after a loose ball during the
BSU.ISU game Dec. 3. Photo by
Brian Becker. (right) Guard Chris
Childs (No. 14) looks for an opening. Photo by Sue Ellen Koop.

ago. "We were ready for them. "
The tournament
fathers schedule
the matches the first night, and the
head-to-head the second night. This
year, it was C of I vs. ISU and NNC
vs. BSU the first night, the two
NAIA and Big Sky schools playing
each other, respectively, the second
night. Supposedly, the two Big Sky
teams play each other for unnamed
honors.

"You have to be careful and not
overlook them," Dye said from experience. "I think there's a whole lot
to lose if you let it get by."
"Workmanlike"
would
characterize the Broncos'
dispatching
of the Crusaders, but the next night,
the tempo would change drastically.
"Intensity,"
BSU forward David
.Lowery said, describing it. "We knew
if we came out and played hard,
things would come together."
And come together they did .•
BSU's Childs hit two straight
three-pointers,
followed by a Foster

See 'Basketball,' page 13
Dump the U. News
Inlo a recycling bin when you
ara Ihrough reading II
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.Basketball .
continued from page 12
lay-up and a. Sperry tip-in to put the
Broncos .up to 10-0 right away. But
it was early, and the Bengals tallied
another .four points. Again, the
Broncos reeled off another 10points
before ISU could counter. It was too
late. for the Bengals.
"I thought the first 15minutes we
played so well," Dye said. "We certainly did an outstanding job defensively. I think that was the most
decisive part of the fame."
The Bronco defense had so cornpletelyshut down the Bengal offense
that they only had four field goals at
halftime. Actually, the 17points ISU
was able to muster this year were four
better than they did last year in the
same situation. But just like last year.
the Bengals carne up way short on the
scoreboard. 66-47,losing to both the
players and the fans.
In certain ways, it was deja vu.
Last year, the Broncos won both of
their games in the Real Dairy Classic
by holding their opponents to under
50 points.
In other action, C of I gave the
Bengals a scare in the opening game
before losing 68-51, but rebounding
to knock off NNC 77-61. .
The Broncos dominated the alltournament team, placing Sperry,

Lowery and Foster, with Childs the
Most Valuable Player. Steven Garrity of ISU and Richard Reed of C 'of
I rounded out the tournament
selections.
Wilson and Childs were starters
last year for the Broncos, but Sperry
and Lowery are newcomers to the
situation.
. "We're really pleased with the two
kids that carne from the ranks of the
bench last year and step forward and
take on a major role," Dye said. "I'm
really pleased with the progress of
these two fellows."
The Broncos will travel to
Spokane, Wash., to take en the Gonzaga Bulldogs Dec. 7, then host the
PAC-lO member Oregon State Dec.
10 in the Pavilion. The Beavers are
coached by Ralph Miller, who is
seventh on the all-time victory list
and will retire from coaching after
this season. Game time will be 7:30
p.rn,

BSU Women's Gymnastics
Jan. 12
Cal Poly-SLO, 5 p.m.
Jan. 14
SUSc, Cal Poly-SLO, 2 p.m, .
(Human Performance Center)

13

Horne Athletic Events During
Christmas Break
BSU Womens' Basketball
Dec. 19
Idaho State University, 7:30
Jan. 3
Whitman College, 7:30
Jan. 14
Nevada-Reno, 7:30
Jan. 19
Montana, 5:45
Jan. 21
Montana State, 5:45
(Pavilion) .

BSU Mens' Basketball
Dec. 21
University of Akron
Dec. 29-30
Albertson's Holiday Classic
Jan. 7
Santa Clara University
Jan. 12
Montana State University
Jan. 13
University of Montana
Jan. 19
Weber State College
Jan. 21
Eastern Washl!lgton University

Women's team wins tournament
Torn Lloyd
The University News

- l;y

The BSU women's basketball
team beat Gonzaga Dec. 3, 65-59,
to win the Gonzaga Invitational
tournament in Spokane, Wash.
The Broncos won the final-round
opportunity by defeating Montana State 85-76 in double over-

BOISE

••••
TURN

Broncos take 12th place in the
44-team Las Vegas Collegiate
Invitational.
McDade's went 7-0 in the tournament, followed by Glenn
Amador who won 6-2 in the
177-pllund class. The Broncos
finished with 42 points.

time the night before.
Jocelyn Pfeifer led the Broncos
in scoring against the Bulldogs
with 16, followed by Becky
Sievers' 12.
The Broncos' next game will be
Dec. 10 at 5:45 p.m, against
LCSC.
BSU's Pat McDade won the
heavyweight division to help the

STATE
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BSU' STUDENTS ••••
YOUR FRUSTRATIONS INTO CAS II..

Have you, or someone you know, found it very difficult to acquire
AID at Boise State? Here is a chance to vent your
frustrations and earn some cash! We are working to improve a
complex system laced with Federal regulations, scattered in five
locations, operated by staff and students, and restricted by a limited .
budget. CASH PRIZES will be awarded for the best papers submitted
to improve the Financial Aid system at Boise State University.
In this "THE YEAR OF THE STUDENT" we 'want you involved.

FINANCIAL

The Ilnanelal aid system encompasses all the processing of scholarships,
grants, work study and loans, both direct and guaranteed. The Financial Aid
Office 'and the check dispersing function of the Accounting Office process
approximately 8,000 applications and grant aid to 4,300 students totaling
,$7.5 million. The figure Is close to $12 million when guaranteed loans are
Included.
In order to make the system more efficient and ,effective we are seeking a
well-written documl'1nt,(preferably typed) which Identifies a problem(s) In
financial ald. Additional weight will be given for papers which Includo workable
and practical solutions to the problems Identified. We are seeking con lent,
not volume.
Judges will Include directors, or designee from Administrative Services, the
Controllers Office, Data Center, Financial Aid and Internal Auditing, as well as
a member of the external.audlt staff from Arthur Andersen & Company. The
decision of the Judges will be· final. .
Papers may cover, but are not limited to: office arrangement, organizational
structure, forms and documents, staffing, and processing procedures. Papers
become the sole property of Boise St,1e University and will not be returned ..
Submit papers' addressed to "FINANCIAL AID IMPROVEMENT CONTEST", % the
Internal Audit Department, Room 208, Administration ,BUilding, Boise S,tate
UnlversltY,Bolse, Idaho 83725. The papers must be received ne later than
Januarv 31, 1989.Tha contest results will be JUdged and the awards
announced In February.

by Tom Lloyd
The University News
It's that time of year again. The
football gear is cleaned and stored
away until the winter ground thaws
for spring drills. It's time.for hoops
and the Bobby Dye show in the
Pavilion.
After the Bronco display In the
Real Dairy Classic, fan talk may shift
from comparison to last year to the
real potential for this year.
My own daydreaming about all
these possibilities was shattered by a
knock at my back door where I was
working, fantasizing being an Integral part.of a writer's job. I prefer
a knock on wood to the discordant
sound of door bells, and I should
have known this one, but I didn't.
Actually, I did know this one. I was
just too Bronco-ball brained. It was
too late, the door was open, wide
open and my trusty watch dog was
asleep somewhere else in the house.
"Howdy pardner," the voice said
as the embodiment brushed past me
on the way inside my house.
I stood there with one of those real
silly expressions on my face. I honestly did not. know what to do, how to
react. It was Cole all right. Who else
would put on such a meretricious
outfit? By now, my mammoth boxer
who barks at everything, animal,
vegetable or mineral was present, but
he looked too aghast.
"Halloween has come and gone, "
was the only half decent thing I could
.say. I was still feeling a little guilty.
about Cole's last visit when I threw
him out of the house.
'~Youlike the outfit, huh?" Cole
said as he pirouetted.
,
Youcould hear thejingle-jangle of
hisspurs and the rest of his outfit.
Joe Buck's only frill to his cowboy
duds was a little fringe on his leather
jacket. This sequined, silver-tipped
Midnight Cowboy would have blinded people in full sun ora disco bar,
which is where I think he got the
threads. He was a combination of
Tom MiX,Porter Wagner, the Cisco

Kid, Disco Duck and the dress of
thousands, but his main drift was
kuh-boy.
"You been down on Hollywood
and Vine again?" I asked in all
seriousness.
"Y'ah don't know what ya talkin' 'bout son," Cole replied, affecting
the whole getup, "but Ah will tell ya
'y I's here."
"I knew it," I screamed, losing the
only patience I had with Cole.
"Now jus' settle down ther'," Cole
said. "Yer actin' madder 'n a newly
'rangled bronc. Ahju' need ah favor
'n Ah jus' reckin you be the one to
help me."
"I ain't wreckin' nothing, hossfly,"
I retorted. "And what is with the
Sons of the Pioneers gone punk'
outfit?"
"You were always the funny one,"
Cole said slipping out of his role.
"It's just part of the business. I'm
working.for a consortium that wants
to sell hybrid beef to the Wendy's corporation. We need to sidle up to '01
Bobby and get him to put the reins
. on this Pearson kid and to work the
offense more without shooting any
of those three-pointers. Oh yes, and
to concentrate harderon defense. We
have got to bring the Wendy's people to their knees."
"Yeah, right," I said, shaking my
head in disbelief that Cole would
even approach me with such an idea.
But for some reason, !did not feel
the pressure or urgency I have felt
from Cole's past scams .
"Well, do what you can do," Cole
said hastily. "I've gotta ride. I'll yell
at you later."
And he was out the door.
Still, it bothered me. No gun-tothe-head scam. He was ridiculous
with his favor, but no pressure. The
outfit suited his mercurial personality. But...
..
As he rode off into the sunset, that
burr under my saddle kept me thinking, "What's wrong with this
picture?"
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Student Special ***
XT-lOmhz, S12k, 20 meg, monochrome, printer, l¥r warranty, $1,295, Hey you newsers: For aUof you who
Ace Computer Center, 2142 Broad- didn't get treated to breakfast' on 5
December, bookoo thanks por vous
way, Boise, 345-3677
for aU the hard work you've put out
this sem. The good news is: we get
Mountain Bike-Specialized Rock- a week off Jan. 16 (we don't publish
hopper, used only 5 months, 16" till the 23rd). You're welcome,
-Val
frame, index shifting, biopace
crankset, era moly frame, royal blue.
.csn 336-8630.
Government Homes from $1.00. "U
Repair." Also tax delinquent property. Call 805-644-9533 Ext. 1004 for
info.
Fitness Oriented? Women's 2-year
membership for sale. Where: the
Fitness Company. Value: 483.00 Will
Sell: 275.00 or Best Offer. Would
make a Great X-mas gift! Contact
Sarah at 342-3902.

.Friends may come and friends
may go-But I know I'll never
find a more loving, loyal friend
as the one I found in Cujo ....
I'll miss your faithful greetings
most of all.
Love, Ross

Roommate needed, Partially furnished, 2-bedroom house. Looking for
non-smoker, Christian interested in
to the
sharing living expenses. $150 & V2 Jeff: Take "Muffin"
utilities, no pets: North end area. Renaissance. Really.
Phone 342-0616 call evenings or late
afternoons.
Work nt Home; earn up to $300 a
day, People call you to order video,
NamlY, $150·250 per week. Do you CDs and magazines. 327..fJ767ext. Ll
love and enjoy working with between 2 p.m. and 10 p.rn.
children? Need a break? Money for
school? Comfortable homes, carefully selected families, ample free time Christmas Photos with Santa Thursto explore social and educational op- day and Friday Dec. '15-16 from
portunities of the historic Northeast. 4:30-7:30 p.rn, and Saturday Dec. 17
One-year commitment necessary. noon-5 p.m, in the Boisean Lounge
Call or write: Suzanne Pack, Child- at the BSU Student Union Building.
Care' Placement Service, lnc., 739 Pictures available for $1.50. Music &
Rim View Lane, Thin Falls, 10. refreshments. For further informa83301, (208) 733-7790.
tion, contact Student Programs
Board at 385-3874.
Jeff J., Black B. knows where you live
and he's coming for Christmas Dinner. Happy Holidays.
HMA, MPJ, VJM
Do You Love Children?
Need a change? Experience the
challenge! Become a One On One,
Live-in Nanny. Your natural ability
to care for and nurture young
children is highly sought after, by
quality Boston area families. Immediate openings in beautiful North
Shore Bost communities. 12 mo.
Commitment-Most
active Nanny
Network in the Northeast-Exciting
Outings.
(508) 794-2035
One On One, Inc.
10 Berkeley Lane
Andover, Ma. 01810

Accepting Applleatlons for full-time .
and part-time employees. Hours flexible for students. Apply at any Boise
area Wendy's.

'SPECIALS'

with BSU LD.
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Delta Airplane Ticket for sale
($350.00) or best offer. One way to'
Boston, MA. or Portland, ME.
Flight leaves Dec. 22nd, 1988,.7:20
a.rn. For more info., call Gregory
Denn at 322-5238 (evenings).

$2. PITCHERS
DVRlNGGAME
$1.
,

BLOOM COUNTYr-

Bone: Thanks for the mission and
the moon on the 19th day!!
Takirau

BSU MONDAY NIGHT
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by Jim Mccolty ,

For sale: Black Shogun 10spd. Touring Bike. Great Condition! $185 or
Best Offer. Call Eric at 385-9361
EVENINGS!

Sun ValleyAd Ageney for Sale. Thrnkey operation. Sun Valley Advertising/Idaho News Services (registered).
Media files, market data, Rate and The Multicultural Board would like
Data books,. mailing lists, fur- to congratulate the following people
nishings. $5,000 and assume leases on for being named most outstanding
Mac desktop publishing and deluxe members of the Fall Semester:
665 ft. suite. (208) 622-3355, (208) James Lloyd, Black Student Union
726-4785. Available January 1.
Larry Thrasher, Barrier Busters
Annette Scott, M.E.C.h.A.
SPB Committee Members:' Thank
you for your participation this Damon: More Roderick,
less
semester. See ya at the party
Patricia: Please.
Saturday.

BucbaJ],

Brain
Bran

Wanted Single Parents: Fun, Emotional, Support and Family Activities. Call Boise Chapter of Parents
Without Partners-Larry
344-2117
Jerri 385-9322

Assemble our devices-learn this
trade, we send instructions, parts,
and' check for assembly. Call
.813-327-2996 Ext. W599.
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The solution to this week's puzzle is on page five.
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Camoflauge-clad students listen attentively while their instructor explains the finer points of huilding rope bridges.

R-OTC cadets practice
I.or life, military
by Jim Kincaid
The University News.
According to Cadet Battalion Commander
Lt. Col. Jeff Miller, BSU's Reserve Officers'
,'Iraining Corps givesstudents the opportunity
to become commissioned Army officers.
Rare has been at BSU since 1977, Miller
. said. The 'program is chaired by regular Ar.' . my Lt:Col. Duston,'Rose who oversees a
. cadre of regular Army, National Guard and
Army Reserve officers. Fourth-year cadets
Serve as lab instructors, Miller said.
'There arecu~reiltly74 cadets, including IS
womenienrolled at BSU, Miller said. Re, quiredcoursesrange from rille marksmanship,'to military' ethics.•
Many of the. Rare courses are designed
to emulate circumstances encountered during battie, which include radio communicatioris. First it. Charles Waite conducts radio
. communication drills in Julia Davis Park.
Radio phones in the battlefield must be set
up quickly and efficiently, Waite said. Proper set up 'andoperation of the phones in, sures communication between units witli a
minimum of physical or phone frequency in, .terference bythe enemy, he added.
Otnerbattlefield scenarios get acted out

in the BSU swimming pool where cadet 2nd
Lts. Drew Ciemens and John Pettigrew conduct "drownproofing" courses. According to
Clemens, in the United States, 12,000 people drown each year, because they panic and
become disoriented. Clemens said this course
familiarizes students with coping skill~which
enhance the chance of survival during
emergency situations .
One wet cadet, Kevin Murphy, said this
training builds self-confidence which extends
to all areas of life. It could aid in saving other
lives as well, he added.
Lt. Col. Miller said an application of these
and the other courses in the Rare curriculum takes place between junior and senior
years when the cadets attend the Rare
Adventure Leadership Camp at Fort Lewis,
Wash.. At the camp, each cadet's military
abilities are graded by commissioned Army
officers. The six-week course determines the
"commissionability" of each cadet.
For the past two years, BSU has rated
number one as having the highest average
rating per cadet out of 17 Northwestern
schools, Miller said.

Julia Davis Pal:kbecomes abattleneld as students rehearse rapid setup of
radiotelephone co~munication stations.

Photos

by
Sue EUen:'Koop,

BSU Rorc student Scott Roth, who did not know how to swim before the beginning.of the exercise, swims
the length of the BSU pool carrying a rIne. Roth '!8S assisted by instructor Steve Van Doran.

>iff'
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It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh®computer at school.
. Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which·is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
_Simply pick up an application
.at the location listed below, or
caIlSOO-S31-LOAN.Allyour
parents need to do is
fill it alit, sign it, and
©

.•• .i

ature.

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10years.

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.
,

.®

. IntroducingApple's
Student Loan-to-DWii Program
The
CAMPUS COMPUTER
- STORE

-7';;..r:·~..:·~

__

--

in the
BSU Student Union
Data Center Annex

••-;--=-r;;::::"p:.~344-5472

19M Apple Computer, Inc. Apple.the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

